Origami box diagram

We use standard size 6 inch x 6 inch 15cm x 15cm square origami paper for this site unless
stated otherwise. If you can, use different types of origami paper to change the look of the
finished origami and have fun with it! Made this origami? Comment and Submit your photo
using the comment box at the end of this page! If you like this, you may also like the origami
star box and origami pleated box. If you want a box with a cover, check out the origami box with
cover page. Flip the sheet so that the colored side is face down. Now make two mountain folds
as shown. Using the mountain fold lines as guides, fold the four corners of the paper into its
center. Now put your finger behind point A and do a reverse fold as shown as shown in the next
3 photos. Turn the box around and repeat the sequence of the last 5 photos. You now have an
origami box! Search this Site. Origami Books and Paper 4-for-Price-of Origami Box Folding
Instructions The origami box is simple to make, and can be used to hold other origami pieces.
Or important stuff, like candies. This origami box is also called Masu, which is Japanese for a
square wooden box. Follow the step by step photos to make the origami box. If you prefer, we
also have origami box video instructions. Did you make this origami? If so, upload your photo
2MB limit via the comment box below. You can login with your Facebook, Twitter, Google or
Yahoo accounts. All rights reserved. This design, known as the "Masu" box is the most
common origami box around. I learned to make it in school, and having made many different
types of boxes, I think this one is the best. So use colourful paper, double-sided is best, and
make lots: then you'll be so organised! They are great for holding lollies, trinkets, jewellery For
a printable. You will need Adobe Reader installed on your computer in order to open the. You
can get Adobe Reader here. Start with a square piece of paper. Fold the paper in half
horizontally and then verically, so the creases look like this. Fold the top and bottom of this
square into the center and open out again to create these creases. At one end of the
model,Open out model along the creases you just made. This will raise the top portion of the
model vertically. Browse other boxes like the Origami Box. We are currently rebuilding the
design of Origami-Fun! Don't worry, everything is still here, and we'll be done soon. If you can't
find what you are looking for - please search for it. Search Origami-Fun. Fold the four corners of
the paper toward the center point. Open out the top and bottom triangular flaps. Fold the sides
of the model into the centre, creasing well. Fold down top corner of model and then open out
again. Fold down model in the other direction. You should now have 2 new diagonal creases
like this. Fold top of model over into the box. Its taking shape! Repeat Step 9 and 10 at the other
end of the box To make a lid, just make another box, but start with a slightly bigger piece of
paper. Just click on the link to see the diagram instructions or download a printable pdf. Many
origami models also have videos you can watch! They are my difficulty rating: 1 Pelican is very
easy, great for beginners, 2 is still easy, but there might be a challenging fold in there
somewhere The hardest is 5 pelicans though, so the 3 pelican rating should still be achievable
by beginners If you really want to see a particular diagram, but its not here, you can suggest a
diagram - just go to the contact page. Flapping Bird. Twirling Bird. Flower Stem. Triangle Box.
Star Box. Rectangle Box. Candy Dish. Traditional Box. Jumping Frog. Dragon Head. Talking
Dog. Sitting Dog. Puffy Bunny. Lucky Star. Modular Star. Fortune Teller. Pine Tree. Drinking
Cup. Monkey Mountain. Sail Boats. Bar Envelope. Gift Bow. Samurai Hat. Show Off Your
Origami!! If you have made a piece of origami that you want to share, everyone would love to
hear about it! You'll find a great resource of origami articles right here. Origami Diagrams For
Free. We are currently rebuilding the design of Origami-Fun! Don't worry, everything is still
here, and we'll be done soon. If you can't find what you are looking for - please search for it.
Search Origami-Fun. Origami Instructions All Origami Models. Learn how to make a cool
origami flip top box â€” similar to a cigarette box, you could store cards and other stuff like
crayons, pocky or candy in this box. Smaller Size: the pink and patterned boxes 20 x 20 cm
Finished size: 5. Make sure to watch the ending of the video if you had any trouble with the
hinge.. Thick paper is better but not a requirement. If your lid springs open and refuses to stay
shut, the folds may need to be adjusted. You can also fill the box, close it and sandwich it in
between books on a shelf. After a day or so, the box will probably be better at staying shut. This
origami gift box is perfect for many different kinds of presents, or store things in them. Diagram
available. Learn how to make an origami hinged box with one sheet of paper. Learn how to
make a modular origami hinged box, using 3 pieces of square paper, follow along with a video
tutorial. Makes a perfect gift box for jewellery! Hi there! I hope you've enjoyed browsing my
website! A bit about me: I live in Australia with my husband and daughter. Strawberries, the
beach, painting, reading This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data
is processed. I tried doing this box a couple of times before a couple of years ago, but I didnt
have a good size of paper, just last night I decided to try this box again, and everything made
sense! Question: I was thinking about using this design to make a case for a set of playing
cards I was gifted. What would be my best bet for scaling to the size I need without the size

becoming cumbersome? No matter what I adore this design. Hey there! I really liked your
tutorial but i want to fit pens of approx. What should i do? This is such a great and cute box!
One folding part was hard, but with perseverance and watching the videos many many times I
managed and I am very happy with it!? Hi, A diagram would be great. The video is hypnotic but
a diagram can be so useful! Thanks for sharing this! Curiousâ€¦ Was there ever a diagram made
for this? Oh, I hope so! Loved thuis post! Could please let me know who which album this is?
The music is always listed on the video but on youtube, the music list: Kaj. I will try again and
let you know! Thank you very much for your videos! Insert the measurement that you want to
convert and then press convert! This is a more advanced origami model, but with some
patience, you should be able to do it! Read More. Hinged Case Box Learn how to make an
origami hinged box with one sheet of paper. Modular Hinged Box Learn how to make a modular
origami hinged box, using 3 pieces of square paper, follow along with a video tutorial. More
Related Posts:. Flat Origami Box Instructions. Origami Open Box Instructions. Origami Paper
Storage Box Instructions. Origami Pyramid Box Instructions. About The Author. Chrissy Hi
there! Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. Bryan Larner. Bianca Azzahra. Jody Pratt. Subscribe to Paper
Kawaii's. Search for:. Origami Pumpkin Box Tutorial Oct 20, Origami Pokeball Box Tutorial.
Origami Hexagonal Gift Box Tutorial. Octagonal Origami Gift Box Tutorial. Magic Origami Spring
Toy Tutorial. Origami Pumpkin Box Tutorial. Origami Honeycomb Box Tutorial. Origami Long
Tray Tutorial. Thanks for visiting Paper Kawaii! Free Printable Origami Paper! Please check your
inbox now to confirm your subscription! Please allow a few minutes and check your junk mail.
Unit Converter Insert the measurement that you want to convert and then press convert!
Centimeters cm : Millimeters mm : Inches in :. These diagrams may be freely downloaded and
used for personal enjoyment. Please see our copyright page for more details. There are many
other sources of origami diagrams on the web, and in many cases the artists have graciously
granted free downloading to the website owners. Please respect the generosity of these artists
by not distributing or repackaging their work without permission. You can find many diagrams
by modern origami artists in our online magazine, The Fold. You can also find downloadable
diagrams for sale at at our online store, The Origami Source. Skip to main content. For the
diagrams on this page, Non-profits, origami societies, and educational institutions can use them
for free, but give us credit. Individuals may use them in their teaching both teaching-for-free and
paid work if they join OrigamiUSA. Please give us credit. Other commercial usage should be
negotiated with our Development team, at development [at] origamiusa. Brachiosaurus - Second
Design. Interlocking Modular Origamu Unit. King David's Crown. Octagon Waterwheel.
OrigamiUSA Sailboat. Puzzles and Brain Teasers. Right Triangle Bird. These instructions will
show you how to make a traditional origami box also known as a masu box. Masu boxes were
originally a square wooden box used to measure portions of rice during the feudal period in
Japan. Masu boxes came in all kinds of different sizes ranging from about 0. This paper version
is quite easy to fold and makes a perfect little box to hold small items like paper clips, candy or
whatever you want. Step 1 Start with a square sheet of paper with the white side facing up. Fold
the paper in half horizontally. Crease it well and then unfold it. Step 2 Fold the paper in half
vertically. Step 3 Fold the corner of the paper to the centre. Step 4 Fold the next corner to the
centre of the model. Step 5 Fold the next corner to the centre of the model. Step 6 Fold the final
corner to the centre of the model. Step 8 Fold the top part of the model along the dotted line to
the centre. Step 9 Fold the bottom part of the model along the dotted line to the centre. Step 10
Crease both these folds very well and then unfold them. Fold the left part of the model along the
dotted line to the centre. Step 12 Fold the right part of the model along the dotted line to the
centre. Step 13 Crease both these folds very well and then unfold them. Step 14 Unfold the top
and bottom triangles of paper. Step 15 Fold the right side of the model to the centre along the
dotted line. Part of this crease is already here which will make it a bit easier. Step 16 Fold the
left side of the model to the centre along the dotted line. Step 17 Slowly pull the model open at
the top following the dotted lines. The creases here are already made. Step 18 When you pull
the model open it should take a shape that looks like this. The creases are all already made so
everything should fall into place. Step 19 Fold the flap of paper down along the dotted line that
intersects the two triangles. This will form the edge of the box. Fold the top triangle of paper up
a little bit to fit into place at the bottom of the box. Step 20 Fold the other side of the box now
along the existing creases like you did in steps 17 and The paper should fall into place and give
you a shape just like in step Step 21 Fold the top flap of paper down along the dotted line to
form the edge of the box. Fold the top triangle of paper up a little bit to also fit into the bottom of
the box, just like in step The competed traditional origami box or masu box. If you want to fold a
lid for your box you have a couple of options. First you can simply use slightly larger paper and
fold the lid exactly the same way you did the box itself. Then continue to fold the model
following the steps above just like you did before. Fold the paper to the centre when it asks you

for the following steps. This will give you a slightly larger box that makes a perfect lid. If you
need help or clarification with any of these steps feel free to ask in the comments as well. It
worked perfectly, now I have box to put my ring in. The instructions were easy to follow along to
and I give this origami box a 4 out of 5 stars. Yeah, this is probably the hardest step. You need
to open up the paper unfolding the two folds on each side. As you do that you need to also fold
along the dotted lines there, those creases are already there. This kind of pinches in the sides
and will give you the 3D shape on the side that you see in the next step. You can use that next
step as a reference. This is great â€” thanks! Would love to know what size paper you need to
make different sized boxes if you know? Else I will have to find out by practicing I suppose.
Hope that helps! Thanks for these instructions! Try un-folding the top layers back out to the left
and the right. While you do that fold the bottom layer up along that horizontal dotted line while
also making valley folds along the two diagonal lines. Those are all existing creases so as you
unfold the top two layers back out you can kind of push the paper together and it should take
on the shape in the next step. Thank you for this. This one of the easiest tutorials I have come
across, our schools KS3 maths classes will be making these now at Christmas! How did that
work out! Kind of forgot how. So glad to find instructions again. Use crisp paper and make
strong creases. Also at step 17 know where the bottom on the box will be and that helps make
sense of those next few steps. My first box popped into place with these tips! The directions are
perfect! Use crisp paper and make strong creases in the folding. At step 17 know where the
bottom on the box will be and take helped me with the next few steps. Using crisp paper and
making strong creases, the box popped into place! Thanks for this. I love having projects that I
can do with just a piece of paper! You make it pretty much the same as the box itself just with a
slight modification to one of the steps. I love this origami Masu Box I have memorized it by
heart, making a bunch for my family. Who knew I would make a career out of making Boxes?!
Step 17 is where the instructions got confusing. Everywhere else is easy to follow, I just dont
understand step I guess thats just a classic thing for this site. Everything is perfect, but just
ONE step confuses the whole thing. This is such a cool origami box. I know haave a safe a place
to put my phone. But step 17 is sooooooooooooooooooo confusing. Many years ago someone
taught me how to make these boxes. I am a retired teacher. Each year my second graders would
bring Christmas cards to class, after Christmas. I already had a stash for the first year. I would
select cards whose fronts had a design or picture that would show up on the top of the box
when folded. I cut the cards fronts into the square needed for the box top. I cut the back of the
card into a slightly smaller square for the box bottom. The students selected a card to make a
cute little box that we would hang like an ornament on our class Christmas tree. They wrote a
special greeting to their parents on a slip of paper and put the note inside. They slipped a loop
of yarn into the box before closing it to make a hanger. They, of course, would take their box
home just before Christmas break. I had the students practice making boxes with paper first
since paper is easier to fold than the cardstock greeting cards. They learned to make their own
squares by folding a sheet of paper diagonally and cutting off the excess. It made two triangle
shapes. After cutting off the excess they folded the paper into opposite corners so the folds
created intersecting lines, showing the exact center of the square needed to make the boxes.
Hands-on Math in action! They loved making these boxes. Upon retiring, I offered a box making
class at the local senior center. I discovered that tablets of scrapbook paper is already cut into
squares and is quite decorative. For senior hands it was easy for them to fold the boxes using
the scrapbook paper. Greeting cards made of cardstock require a little more finger muscle to
fold a sharp exacting crease so practicing with paper helps with the basics before tackling the
sturdier cardstock. I also showed them they could fold sturdier boxes using cereal boxes. I
asked my students and the seniors what they would suggest putting into the boxes when used
as gift boxes. They suggested: Love notes, engagement rings, money, jewelry, and candy. Other
suggestions were for button
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s, nuts and bolts, garden seeds, sewing notions, board game parts, small cosmetics, bulletin
board tacks. These boxes are just so much fun to make, but even more fun to show others how
to make them. Slide your thumbs into the middle line and open each side up towards the ceiling.
With your middle fingers, grab the back of the paper and pull out your index fingers. Pinch in
the sides between your thumbs and middle fingers. With your index fingers, bring the top flap
down over the top and fold into place. Hope that helps others! Thanks for your very clear
instructions. In Instructions. Are you ready? Lets get started. This will result in a shape that
looks like the image below at the end of step 6. How did you do? You Might Also Like Ready to

become a master folder? Check out our highly-rated book, Everyone Can Learn Origami!
Sedney Mathurin. Miser Mom. Leila Ann. Barbara Webster. Barbara Stull. Khairul Hafiz. Kimberly
Mendez. Kirk Hammet. Witty Favour. Lucas Zhuo. Fathimathu Raihana CM.

